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Abstract 
Lubuma, J.M.-S., Error estimates in projective solutions of the Radon equation, Journal of Computational and 
Applied Mathematics 45 (19931 309-319. 
The model Radon equation is the integral equation of the second kind defined by the interior limit of the 
electrostatic double-layer potential relative to a curve with one angular point and characterized by the 
noncompactness of the operator with respect to the maximum norm. It is shown that the solution to this 
equation is decomposable into a regular part and a finite linear combination of intrinsic singular functions. 
The maximal regularity of the solution and explicit formulae for the coefficients of the singular functions are 
given. The regularity permits to specify how slow the convergence of the classical projection method is, while 
the abovementioned formulae lead to modified projection methods of the dual singular function method type, 
with better approximations 
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1. The problem 
for the solution and for the coefficients of singularities. 
singularities; double-layer potential; dual singular function method; projection 
This paper is motivated by the following observation of Cryer [12, p.3621: “there are at present 
no asymptotic error estimates for the difference between exact and approximate solutions of 
Radon’s equation and it seems to the author that very detailed classical analysis will be required to 
obtain such estimates. ” 
Our answer to this observation will be outlined at the end of this section. Let us first specify 
the model setting of the Radon equation and of the projection method. 
Throughout the paper, r is a closed rectifiable Jordan piecewise C” curve consisting of the 
closures of two open arcs r, and r,. r, f~ T2 = {A, 0) where the point A is regular; near 0, the 
origin of the plane [w2, the bounded domain 0, interior to r, is supposed to coincide with the 
infinite sector G := {re”; 0 < r < + 03, 0 < 0 -CO} of angle w ~10, 2~[\{7r); furthermore, the 
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equations of r, and r, near 0 are 8 = 0 and 8 = w respectively; v is the unit interior normal 
vector to r with restriction to rj denoted by vi. 
It is well known that r satisfies the condition 
SUP av(y) /I 
XER2 = 
Wx-yl Id+) < +a, (14 
which is equivalent to the boundedness, on C(T) equipped with the maximum norm (/ . (1, of 
the double-layer potential operator IV: 
~+):=;$7(Y)-4(x)l avcy,log lx-ylda(y)+q(.+ xa-. 
Moreover, the corner 0 meets the restriction 
lim sup L / 
l -ro+ XET i Tr o<lx-yl~c 
I449 hdx-ylld+) 
YE:T 
%(y) log Ix-ylda(y) (l-2) 
Formula (1.2) means that W admits the Radon decomposition W= W” + C with II W” II < 1 
and C compact, or that the Fredholm radius of W is greater than 1. Thus W is not compact. 
Nevertheless, the Fredholm theory is still valid to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. Let g E C(T). The Radon boundary integral equation 
(I+ W>f=g 
has one and only one solution f E C(T). 
(1.3) 
All these results may be found in the fundamental work [21]; see also [7,12,17,18,22,23]; the 
references [7,17,23] contain also extensions to R3. 
Regarding the constructive treatment of (1.31, the following theorem is proved in [1,6]. 
Theorem 1.2. Let p, EP(C(r)), n = 1, 2,. . . , be linear continuous projections from C(r) onto 
finite-dimensional subspaces X,, c C(T) such that 
(I p, I( -+ 1 and (consistency) II u -p,v II -+ 0, Vu E C(T). (1.4) 
Then, the classical projection method 
(1 +p,W)G,f=p,g (1.5) 
admits, for n large enough, a unique solution G,, f E X,, fulfilling the quasi-optimal error estimate 
ll(L-G,)f II <cxiE$ Ilf-x,ll, (1.6) n n 
and converging therefore to the exact solution f (c > 0 represents here and in the future various 
constants independent of the integer n). 
(For the Stokes problem, the analogue of Theorem 1.2 is established in [16,19]; actually the 
results of the present paper extend to the Stokes system; see [24].) 
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As usual in potential theory, solving (1.3) and (1.5) permits the theoretical and constructive 
solution of a boundary value problem. In fact, (1.1) implies that the double-layer potential 
satisfies the continuity property 
3K > 0 real such that 1) W(. , q) II c(~) G K II q II, Vq E C(r). 
Thus (1.8), Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 yield the following theorem. 
(1.8) 
Theorem 1.3. The double-layer potential WC., f >, defined by (1.7) and extended to r by its 
interior limit, is the unique solution of the class C2(L2> f~ C(a) of the Dirichlet problem 
Au=0 inn, u=g onr. (1.9) 
This solution is, for n large enough, approximated by the double-layer potential W(. , G, f >, the 
convergence being guaranteed by the inequality 
IIW(., f)- W(., G,f)llccn,~cll(I-G,)f Il. (1.10) 
This paper is, as announced above, related to error bounds for the difference II f - G, f II. 
We shall provide asymptotic error estimates for the projection method in its classical form (1.5) 
and in suitable subsequent modified forms. To this end, in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, it is essential 
to impose further conditions on the data g, p,, and X,. Namely, 
l g E C(T) has the regularity 
gEH ,+3/2(c), j = 1, 2, (1.11) 
where m 2 0 is a fixed integer; 
l each trial space X,, fulfils the approximation property 
VUEC(r)nH”(T;:) and Vl<s<m++. 
(H”( *) denotes the usual Sobolev space, cf. [15].) 
(1.12) 
Of course, the lack of regularity of the solution f of (1.31, due to the nonsmoothness of r, 
justifies the aforesaid gap in the convergence of G, f. However, we prove (Theorem 2.1) that f 
is decomposable into a regular part and a finite linear combination of intrinsic singular 
functions. This decomposition yields the maximal regularity of f which, in turn, permits to 
specify that the convergence of the classical projection method (1.5) is slow, i.e., with a 
fractional order less than 1 (Theorem 3.1). 
On the other hand, no Girding inequality is available since the operator W acts on the space 
C(T), and this is probably the major difficulty with the Radon equation (1.3). Consequently, the 
restoration, by the widely-used singular function method (see, e.g., [ll]), of the optimal order 
m + 1 of convergence that would occur if f had the optimal Hmt3’2-regularity is not 
guaranteed. 
Here, we offset this convergence in O(n -m-1) by an alternative technique that deals with a 
“correction” of the discrete solution G,, f. The technique has the main advantage of providing 
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also good approximations for the coefficients of singularities, called sometimes stress intensity 
factors; such approximations of coefficients are, as reported in [15, p.3961, not known in the 
mesh refinement method considered, for instance, in [5,8]. Theorems 3.2-3.5 are based on 
explicit formulae of the coefficients of singularities established in Theorem 2.1. They extend to 
boundary elements of nonvariational type, the dual singular function method which, so far, was 
essentially applied to the so-called domain methods [2-4,9]. 
To conclude this introduction, we indicate that, on identifying Z with the interval [O, L] of 
arc lengths, a prototype of p, and X, fulfilling (1.4) and (1.12) is obtained from the 
interpolation theory in Sobolev spaces [lo]. Indeed, if (si := iL/n)y=,, including the points 0 and 
A, defines a decomposition of [O, L], we set 
X, := {x E C([O, L]); VO G i G II - 1, x I [sl,s,+I~ is a polynomial of degree < m + 1) 
and take pn as the X,-Lagrange interpolation operator on the knots {si, := si + j(s,+i - si>/m + 
1; 0 < i G n - 1, 0 <j < m + 11. In particular, when m = 0, X, is the space of linear spline 
functions [12]. 
2. Singular structure of the solution 
The regularity of the solution f of the Radon equation (1.3) influences both the accuracy 
and the rate of convergence of the projection method (1.5). The fact that the spaces Cs( *) of 
continuously differentiable functions are not well-suited for the regularity purposes justifies our 
choice depicted by (1.11) and (1.12) of working with Sobolev spaces H”(m). We shall, in fact, 
link the classical solution WC*, f> of (1.9) to its variational solution of which we recall below 
some facts on the singularities. 
Let us consider the real functions 
uk := quk, 
kT 
U; := ykrlo sinwe, k E Z*, (2.1) 
where 77 = n(r) E~(IW’> is a cut-off function identical to one near 0 and such that fi n supp n 
c G (see Section 1 for the notation). Setting 
I,,:= kcN;O<fi<m+l, k”HW , 
i 0 0 1 
II:= k@Yl;O<%n+l, %N , 
i 0 6J i 
the singular functions (harmonic near 0) of the Dirichlet problem (1.9) are [15, p.2631 
go := q&g, sgk := 
i 
u;, if k El,,, 
kv 
log no; + erkTlw cos ;e, if k EZ~. 
(2.2) 
Following [5], we shall show (Proof of Theorem 2.1) that the singular functions of the density 
f are rather related to the functions 
Sk:=qS;, kEZ,,uZ,, (2.3) 
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whose traces on c., j = 1, 2, are not zero but contain singular terms of the form rkT/@ or 
rkVIW log r according as k belongs to I, or I,; SF is a solution of 
i 
AS; = 0, in (R*\fi) fI supp 7, 
4,s: = a,$ Iac, for O=Oand 8=2a-o. 
(24 
Explicitly, we may consider, for suitable constants ci, 
s; := 
: 
cIS,k + c2rkTjw cos tie, if k EI~, 
0 (2.5) 
cIS,k + c2rkrlo 
1 
kv kv 
log r cos ;t3 - 0 sin ~0 , 1 if k E I,. 
Let us now specify our final notation before stating the main theorem of this section. 
CEilgj,l, j = 1, 2, d enotes the Taylor polynomial at 0 of g ( r, E Hm+3/2(c.) with homogeneous 
parts gj,[ of degree I (gj,, = 0 if I = 0 or 1). Let u = C~=Y’u, E H,‘,,(G) be constructed as in [13] 
by 
Ao,=OinG, uI = g,,, for 0 = 0, uI = g,,[ for 8 = w. (2.6) 
The function u is such that A(u - VU) and g I r, - qCy=;lgj,I belong to weighted Sobolev 
spaces, u being the solution of (1.9). This function u reflects the fact that, as in any elliptic 
problem, the analysis in classical Sobolev spaces of the singular behaviour of u requires the 
consideration of two different auxiliary problems of the form (2.6) and (1.9) with polynomials 
and functions in weighted Sobolev spaces as respective data [13,15]. 
Theorem 2.1. Assume the integer m > 0 to be not exceptional in the sense that 
&z+lz?, VkEIW*, 
Tr 
and m + l< ____ 
w w 27!-w’ 
Then 
(2.7) 
(a) the solution f of the Radon equation (1.3) admits the singular representation 





m+1/2(q), j = 1, 2, is the regular part; 
-s:r E C(T) n H1’*++-E(lJ are the singular functions defined by (2.3)~(2.5), E > 0 
representing here and after any real number < T/W. 
(b) The coefficients of singularities pk and yk obey the formulae 
/I”=-&(-w(-, f)+v; Au-k)LZ(12)+(g-L!Iauu-k)L’(T)] (2.9) 
and, for k E I, with I = kr/w, 
yk = kv(l- l)! l [(-l)kg;Y~O) -s;‘:,(O)]. (2.10) 
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Proof. Let u,, E Hl(fi) be the unique variational solution of the Dirichlet problem (1.9). The 
smoothness (1.11) and the first condition in (2.7) imply that u,, admits the decomposition into 
regular and singular parts [15, Theorem 5.1.3.51: 
Un = Upn + c p”sk + c ykSgkg, Upa EH”+2(0). (2.11) 
kElo kEI, 
Moreover, it follows from [13, Theorem 41 and [14, pp. 365-3671 that the coefficients yk and pk 
in (2.11) are given by (2.10) and (2.9) with u,, in lieu of W(*, f>. 
From the definition (2.1) and (2.2) and from (2.11) we infer the maximal regularity 
u D E Hl+r’o-E(fi). (2.12) 
Thus the Sobolev embedding H1+n/o--E(fi) q C(fi), the hypoellipticity of the Laplace opera- 
tor and the uniqueness in Theorem 1.3 show that 
Un=w(*, f)k?. (2.13) 
With (2.13), the aforesaid formula for pk in (2.11) is exactly (2.9). 
Because (Q,, l)H-~/~~T)XW~/~~r) = 0, the double-layer potential 
u N:= W(*, f)lw2,a (2.14) 
is, as in [20], also a variational solution in the weighted Sobolev space W#!2\fin) of the 
Neumann problem: 
AU, = 0 in rW2\fi, au+ = a,,uD E H-‘/“(r). (2.15) 
Rewriting the datum a,,uD in (2.15) in terms of each function of the decomposition (2.11) and 
keeping (2.4) in mind, uN admits the expansion 
UN = quo + (1 - ?+, + c pksk + c ykSk, (2.16) 
k=I, k=I, 
where u0 E W,,r(rW2\fin> solves 
Au,= -ck,I,, pkASk - ck E ,,-ykdSk, in k!*\B, 
%,% = avjUDR E Hm+l’*(q, j = 1, 2. 
(2.17) 
With the second condition in (2.71, the analogue of (2.11) for (2.17) is the optimal regularity [15] 
v,+H m+*(&(o)\fi). (2.18) 
(B,(O) ~a is the open disc of center 0 and radius R.) Owing to the classical jump property of 
the double-layer potential (2.13) and (2.14) and to the boundary condition in (1.91, we get 
f=+k+lr=g-U&. (2.19) 
Combining (2.16), (2.18) and (2.19) we have proved (a>. Part (b) has already been proved since 
the coefficients pk and yk in (2.11) and (2.16) computed previously in (2.9) and (2.10) are, by 
(2.19), exactly those desired in (2.8). 0 
Remark. If the double-layer operator W acts between appropriate Sobolev spaces of traces, the 
decomposition (2.8) may be obtained by applying directly the Mellin transform to (1.3) (cf. [ll]>. 
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3. Improved projection methods 
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The approximation property (1.12) and the maximal regularity f EH~/~+“/“-‘(~) (cf. 
Theorem 2.1) immediately lead to the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Under the assumption (2.71, the classical projection method (1.5) converges slowly, 
i.e., the order of convergence is not m + 1 but a fraction less than 1, as specified in the asymptotic 
error estimate 
To offset the optimal order m + 1 that would occur if f had the H”+3/2-regularity, we 
correct the discrete solution G,, f by using formulae (2.8)-(2.10). Precisely, for n large enough, 
we construct three iterative approximations (fiJi al, ( f$jrl, (pi),al of fR, f and pk: 
l take the initial guess /3,“7” = 0, Vk E I,; 
0 for j 2 1 set 
f;,=G,f - c p,“‘9j-‘Gnfk’_ c yk’Gnfk’ 
k’EIo k’sI, 
= G,, fR + c (0”’ - p;‘,i-l)G, f k’, 
k’ei, 
(3.2) 





f;l’=G,f+ c p,“‘,j-’ (I- G,)fk’+ c y”‘(I- G,Jfk’, 
k’sI, k’=I, 
= GnfR + C (pk’ _p,k’J-l)Gnfk’ + c p,k’,j-lfk’ + c yk’fk’ 
k’q k’EI, k’EZ, 
(3.4) 
(3.4’) 
p:‘=&(-W(., f;i’)+v;Au-k)LzCn)+(g-v;~Vu-k),z,,,). (3.5) 
Observe that the coefficients pk require the approximation (3.5) in contrast to the coeffi- 
cients yk which are entirely determined by the datum g (cf. (2.10)). 
Theorem 3.2. The errors between the exact solutions and the successive approximations (3.4) and 
(3.5) are given by 
C(pk_Pnk,jI~IIf_f~I(~Cn-mi”(m+I,i(~/o-E)), 
for n large enough and for all j > 1. 
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Proof. On subtracting (3.5) from (2.9) and on using the continuity (1.8) with the smoothness 
AU-~ E Cm(fi), we obtain the left-hand side inequality. 
Regarding the right-hand side inequality, we note from the decomposition (2.81, from (3.4) 
(for j = 1) and from (3.4’) (for j > 1) that 
f-f,’ = (I- GJf- c r“‘(J- Qf“‘, 
k’61, 
f-f;” = (I - G,)f, + c (p”’ - p;‘,‘)(Z - GJf”‘. 
k’dO 
With these relations, the desired inequality follows by induction on j. In fact, the case j = 1 
reduces to (3.1), yk’ being well-defined by the data; under the assumption that the inequality 
holds for j, we use the bounds below for each term of f -fL+l: 
Remark. As pointed out in (2.18), the second inequality 
the exterior problem (2.17) for which the analogue of 
essential for the improved convergence of this paper, is 
As j goes to infinity, we have the following result. 
Theorem 3.3. Assume that n is large enough. Then, the 
(induction hypothesis), 
(apply (1.6) and (1.12) to fa), 
(cf. (3.1) for f”‘). 0 
in (2.7) avoids, in (2.81, singularities of 
the relation l pk - P,“,’ I < c II f-f: II, 
not guaranteed. 
sequence < f$j > 1 , converges in C(T) to 
some A,, f. Likewise, the sequence of real numbers (/3,k”lja 1 converges to p,“. The limits are given 
by 
A,f= G,f+ c p,“‘(Z- G,)fk’+ c yk’(Z- G,)fk’ (3 4 
and 
Furthermore, we have the asymptotic error estimates 
/ 2 
+ (g-v; %U-k)LZ(T)). 
\ l/2 
c(pk - 6,” 1 G II f-A,f II < cnpmwl c II fR II.$-+~/~I-~) I . i=l J 
Proof. From (3.41, from (3.5) and from the continuity (1.8) follows 
)I,~+‘-,~+‘11.~11,,:+‘-,~)I.It(Z-,),”)t, 
for some integer k’ E I,. 
As (cf. Theorem 1.2 or 3.11, 
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one deduces from (3.9) that (f~>j>l is a Cauchy sequence in C(T) with limit denoted by A,f. 
Because of the continuity (1.8), letting j go to infinity in (3.5) shows that the sequences 
(p,k,j)i>, have, for IZ large enough, limits /3,” given by (3.7). The limit process in (3.4) gives (3.6). 
On the other hand, the computation of f - A,f and pk - p,” based on (2.8), (3.6) and (2.9), 
(3.7) yields 
clpk -P,“( < II f-&f II G II.& - G,fR II +cllf -A,f II x /(I- G,z)fk’l[. (3.11) 
Once again, (3.10) in the second inequality of (3.11) implies that, for 12 large enough, 
II f -A,f II i c II fR - G,,fR Il. (3.12) 
The estimate (3.8) follows then from (3.12), the first inequality in (3.111, (1.8) and (1.12) applied 
to the regular part fR. 0 
If j 2 m + l/(~/w - E), Theorem 3.2 shows that the jth iterates f: and p,“,j are as good as 
the limits A, f and /?,“. But, these limits are interesting because of the following direct method 
of computing p,” and deducing A, f from (3.6). 
Theorem 3.4. For n large enough, (p,“>, E rO can be computed as the unique solution of the system 
of linear equations 




-W ., G,f + c yX(I-G,)f*‘) +u; AU-~ + (g - u; %u-k)LZ(T), 
k’H, 1 L*(n) 
k HO. 
Proof. The insertion of (3.6) into (3.7) shows that <p,“> is a solution of the above system while 
(3.10) and (1.8) guarantee the invertibility of the involved matrix for n large enough. 13 
Remark. For domain-variational problems, the analogues of the process (3.2)-(3.5) and of the 
related Theorems 3.2-3.4 are, for instance, in [2-41 (standard finite-element method) and [9] 
(mixed finite-element method). As for the form of the matrix of the system of equations, the 
direct method in Theorem 3.4 is similar to the variational case. On the contrary, equation (3.14) 
of the other direct method described in Theorem 3.5 below shows how different this method is 
from that of the domain-variational situation: here the dual singular functions uhk are used as 
test functions in an implicit way. 
Theorem 3.5. For n large enough, A, f - ck’ E l,ykyk’ is the unique solution of the “implicit” 
dual singular function method: find 
B,f :=x, + c a,klfk’EX, @ span{fk’}ktEIO, 
k’eI,, 
solution of 
PAI+ W)B,f =pn g- (I+ W> c r’fk’ 
k’EI, I 
(3.13) 






*; B,f+ c ykyk’) +u; AU-~ + (g - v; q,u-k)L2(r) . 
k’EI, L*(n) i 
(3.14) 
Proof. Clearly, A,f - Ck, E r,yk’fk’ solves (3.13) and (3.14) because of (3.6) and (3.7). 
Assume that B,f= x, + Ck, E r,,aE’fk’, x, EX,, is another solution of (3.13) and (3.14). 
Rewriting (3.13) in a suitable way, the uniqueness of solutions of the classical projection 
method in Theorem 1.2 implies, for n large enough, that 
x,=G,,f- c a;‘Gnfk’- c rk’G,fk’. 
k’do k’=I, 
The insertion of this expression into (3.14) shows that ((Yt’)k!G1O is a solution of the uniquely 
solvable (for n large enough) system in Theorem 3.4. Thus a$’ = p,“’ and B, f =A, f - 
In conclusion, for the Dirichlet problem (1.9), the second part of Theorem 1.3 can be 
specified as a slow convergence result and we obtain, in addition, the following iterative and 
optimal convergence approximations. 
Theorem 3.6. Under the hypotheses of Theorems 2.1 and 3.1-3.3, the solution WC*, f) of the 
Dirichlet problem can, for n large enough, be approximated by the three double-layer potentials 
W(., G,f), W(., f$ and WY &f). 
The rates of convergence are 
1) w(. , f _ f;I’) (( cCBj < Cn-min(m+l,j(~/w-E)}, 
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